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ANGLO-U.S. WAR MATERIALS PRODUCTION & SUPPLY ARRANGEMENTS

The following statement of the accomplishments of the Anglo-U,S,
War Materials Board in Panama and Costarica has been released by
the U.S, Office of War Information;

Several hundred acres weekly in Panama and Costarica are now being cut from

Jungle and seeded by a combined raw materials board to provide enough rope and

fibres for the United Nations war needs, it was announced today. The board

recommended that a total of 20,000 acres be planted with Manilla in this Panama-

Costarica project and reports indicate that 16,000 acres will be planted by the

end of this year, though this product has never before been commercially grown

in the Western Hemisphere.

The board has also acted on several other fronts to meet problems on several

other fronts created by the Japanese occupation of the Philippines and Motherland

East Indies, The Japanese occupation cut off the source of Manilla fibre and one

of the major sources of sisal, another fibre which is the most suitable substitute

for Manilla rope and from which binder twine is made. These undramatic sounding
fibres are essential to the United Nations, Without then they could neither

fight nor eat; without rope no warship could race to battle against the Nazis and

Japanese, and without rope no cargoship could cross the seas with tanks and guns

for the armies fighting Hitler, They must have hundreds of millions of feet of

rope. Without binder twine there would be a famine amidst bumper crops because

crops could not be harvested. Farmers who grew the food we eat must have hundreds

of millions of feet of this binder twine for harvesting machines.

The Job of the Combined Raw Materials Board is to find answers to those needs

on a world widebasis. There are a number of such raw materials essential to war

of which the United Nations do not have enough to go round.

Both Britain and the U.S, are represented on the board. It pools supplies of

such materials as are available to both countries and divides them among the United

Nations, Its purpose is to see that such materials go where they are most needed

for winning the war. The board also acts to make existing supplies go further to

move them faster and more efficiently, to prevent materials failing into enemy

hands and to develop new sources of supply.

In the case of Manilla fibre, both Britain and the U.S, had considerable

stockpiles when Japan struck. With careful handling, by substituting other fibres

or combining substitutes with Manilla fibres, these stockpiles can be made to last

quite a while if received for essential war purposes, The combined beard matched

up the stockpiles against the respective requirements of the two countries and

decided that a better balance would bo obtained if a small percentage of the

American stocks of Manilla fibre were transferred to the British, This recommendation

was passed down to U.S, War Production Board and to the British Ministry of Supply
which are carrying it out. On the other hand, the United States used to get 4/5
of its sisal from the Dutch East Indies and its needs for sisal were increased by

the loss of its Manilla sources.

Tanganyika, Kenya and Uganda grow much sisal but only about 10 per cent of it

was sold to the U.S, In peacetime, most went to the British Empire and other

Western Europe consumers. The Combined Beard decided that the United States needed

more of this African sisal than the British, so it allocated a major share of the

output to the U.S, and less to Britain, Provisions were made in those overall

allocations for smaller shipments to India, Russia, Australia and New Zealand, The

United States cares for Canadian requirements. On the recommendation of the Combined

Board, Britain does not purchase any of Portuguese West and East Africa sisal.

These supplies are made available to the U.S, The same arrangements are in force

for the purchase of sisal and other fibres grown in the Western Hemisphere, The

Board also divided between Britain and the U.S. responsibility for supplying Canada

and the Western Hemisphere, except for the British West Indies, British Guiana,

Iceland and the Falklands; Britain is responsible for supplying the other areas.

The Board also asked for regular monthly reports by British West Africa on

shipments and conditions of stock both at ports and up country in the growing areas.
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These will keep the combined Shipping Adjustment Board informed of needs for ships
to bring sisal to America or to Britain, These measures have helped to take care

of immediate war needs,

The board is also acting tr develop new sources of supply so that no matter

how long the war may last, there will be enough fibre to make all the rope the

United Nations may need. Promising experiments with growing abaca plant, from

which Manilla fibre comes, had been outcarried in Panama and Costarica for two

years on the United Fruit Co’s plantations. Abaca locks much like the banana tree

and grows in similar weather conditions and similar soil; it takes 18 months to

mature; then the fibrous central stalk reaches 12 or more feet in height and is cut

down. In the meantime new shoots spring up and are harvested in their turn. The

Board found abaca experiments had gone far enough to give pood prospects of

successful cultivation in Central America, Therefore theBoard recommendeda project
for planting 20,000 acres. Some of this will begin to come into production before

the end of next year and much more in 1944. Abaca usually produced from 800-1,000
pounds of fibre per acre. This project, if successful, would provide a comparatively
small but important new source of fibre supply. If the first results confirm that

the experiment is successful and war needs for Manilla for the Western Hemisphere
continue,the project can be expanded.

Sisal will grow in Haiti as well as in Africa and the Board also recommended

that 20,000 acres previously planted with sisal there should be doubled. These new

acres are now being cleared and planted by Haitian concerns. The sisal plant is

similar to cactus, but without spears. The fibre cones from the leaves and takes

three to four years to mature.

Another branch of the same family prows extensively in Mexico and produces

henequen fibre which is not so good for rope but excellent for binder twines. This

is an important American source of supply. The Defence Supply Corporation, a U. S.

Government Corporation, buys all Manilla sisal and henequen for United States

requirements.

Native-grown American hemp, a grass with a hollow stalk maturing in a single

season would be another substitute for Manilla for some purposes if we grew enough

of it. Back in the early 19th century, before superior Manilla became known, sailing

ships of both the British and of that of the then young republic were rigged with

hemp rope. Little hemp has, however, been grown in America for nearly a century

though it will prow almost anywhere.

In order to raise any appreciably greater quantity of hemp in the U,S, it was

first necessary to raise enough seed for planting. So, under the U,S, Department

of Agriculture and projected by the Combined Board, thousands of new .acres have been

planted to hemp this year from which will be raised seeds to plant thousands of

acres next year.

At the same time the Board recommended the construction of an experimental!

scutching mill which prepares fibres from hemp stalks. This mill is expected to be

in operation by the first of next }
roar.

How much native hemp we actually need next year will depend on experiments at

this mill on superior rope fibres available and other decisions. It will be

influenced by the course of the war between new and then. This year's action means

that there should be sufficient seed for whatever size development is decided on.

In addition to these measures, the Combined Board recommended to the respective

agencies of both Governments strict conservation measures in the use of both sisal

and Manilla,

The Board acted to get the British and U.S, Navies and Merchant Marine together

to change their specifications for rope. It would make the precious Manilla

stockpile last longer.

On the recommendation by the Board the use of sisal in ordinary strings has been
sharply reduced in America and Canada and large additional quantities have thus been

made available for rope and binding twine.
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Simultaneously, the Board allocated a big share of India’s jute output to the U,S,

so that additional supplies of this fibre would he available for uses where it was

a satisfactory substitute. Similar measures have been taken in Britain,

The Combined Board also maintains a current picture of total United Nations

supply and requirements for rope and fibres by means of periodic reports from the

respective operating agencies of the two Governments,

U,S, OFFICE OF WAR INFORMATION
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